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GROUND RULES

• Because of large numbers: all participants will be 

muted and video turned off

• Use Chat to write questions, make comments, and 

share ideas

• Questions and comments from registration forms through 

9/29 will be addressed

• Finish by 8:30

• Slides and recording will be posted on St. Peter 

website



OUR PLAN FOR TONIGHT

• Statement of Problem & Examples

• Prayer & Spiritual Discipline

• Civil Conversation – Principles

• Questions/Ideas/Suggestions/Comments

• Civil Conversation – Tips

• Questions/Ideas/Suggestions/Comments



WHAT HAS 
LATELY 
BECOME 

DIFFICULT 
TO TALK 
ABOUT 

WITHOUT 
ANGER, 

TEARS, AND 
RUDENESS?

With 
whom?



CONVERSATIONS ABOUT:

• Black Lives Matter – Race – Systemic Racism

• Confederate monuments

• Abortion > “Pro-life” versus “Pro-choice”

• American flag and kneeling for National Anthem

• Election 2020

• Masks and COVID 

• “Re-opening”



HOW ABOUT CHURCH 
CONVERSATIONS?

• Communion in hand v. on tongue?

• “Holy Mass” versus “Sunday Liturgy”

• Worship styles

• Women & ordination

• Catholics and Politics

• Abuse scandals and anger at Church



TRUTH BE TOLD – WE MAINLY PREFER NOT 
TO ENGAGE WITH THE “OTHER SIDE”!



TOPIC ONE: PRAYER & SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE

• Why “civil conversation” is important for Catholic 

Christians?  

• Philippians 2:1-11 (2nd Reading 9/27/20)

• St. Ignatius of Antioch > “Letter to the Magnesians”



HANDLING EMOTIONS -- SPIRITUALITY

• Not tonight’s topic

• How to handle anger at lack of options

• Or at specific persons

• Sadness/grief

• Loss of hope



INTRA-CHURCH CONVERSATION

•Remember who we are: Catholic Christians 

• “See how they love one another”

•Shared sacraments, prayers, worship, 

institutions

• “Set a guard, Lord, before my mouth, a 

gatekeeper at my lips.” (Ps 141)



“For me, accountability has to come 

through the lens of faith. Because 

it’s so easy for me to dismiss people 

that I don’t agree with, unless I’m 

continually thinking of everyone as 

beloved children of God—whom I 

am also called to love.” (Heidi Kim)



WHEN, WHERE, HOW TO ENTER CONVERSATION (OR NOT)

• Prayer and reflection – pause before speaking

• Check your “heart attitude”

• Scripture:

• “Know this, my dear brothers and sisters: everyone should be 

quick to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath.” (Jas 1:19)

• “Turn the other cheek” = don’t escalate

• Discernment & prudence



• Presupposition of good motives (CCC #2478)

• “To avoid rash judgment, everyone should be 

careful to interpret insofar as possible his 

neighbor's thoughts, words, and deeds in a 

favorable way:

• “Every good Christian ought to be more ready to give a 

favorable interpretation to another's statement than to 

condemn it. But if he cannot do so, let him ask how the 

other understands it. and if the latter understands it 

badly, let the former correct him with love.” (St. Ignatius 

of Loyola)



SPECIAL DISCERNMENT: 
RELATIONSHIPS

“How can you be friends with somebody who supports Trump?  His 

policies are harmful to immigrants, women, POC, etc. He is a racist and the 

things he says are racist and yet, there’s support. I could go on and on 

about how harmful and hurtful he is for so many but yet, there’s a “I got 

mine so the heck with everybody else” attitude. These people don’t share 

the same values as me. I can’t be friends with them. Is that ok?”



TOPIC TWO: CIVIL 
CONVERSATION

What it is 

and what 

it isn’t



OTHER LEGITIMATE 
FORMS OF SPEECH
(NOT CONSIDERED 

HERE)

Prophetic 

Priestly

Debate



Structured

Dialogue

Negotiation Reconciliation



REQUIRED FOR THIS KIND OF GOING DEEPER

Ground rules

Structure

Trained facilitators



CIVIL 
CONVERSATION 
& ITS GOALS

➢ Unstructured but serious & 

intentional discussion for: 

➢Mutual respect & understanding

➢ Maintain/deepen relationships

➢ Cooperation on issues of mutual 

agreement



“What you want is for people to 

be able to disagree without 

screaming at each other, insulting 

each other. I tell them we are not 

called to fix this conflict. We are 

called to hold it, in all its 

complexity.” (Heidi Kim)



RESOURCES

• United States Conference of Catholic Bishops –

• “Civilize It” Campaign > https://www.wearesaltandlight.org/civilize-it

• 4 Tips for Navigating Conversations about Current Events 

• https://intervarsity.org/blog/4-tips-navigating-conversations-about-

current-events

• Dealing with the “debates,” but good for most situations:

• https://mariashriver.com/post-debate-communication-tips/

• Online Course: Civil Conversation in Uncivil Times

• https://www.churchnext.tv/library/civil-conversations-in-uncivil-

times-practicing-our-faith-in-the-public-square/176891/about/

https://www.wearesaltandlight.org/civilize-it
https://intervarsity.org/blog/4-tips-navigating-conversations-about-current-events
https://mariashriver.com/post-debate-communication-tips/
https://www.churchnext.tv/library/civil-conversations-in-uncivil-times-practicing-our-faith-in-the-public-square/176891/about/


GOAL OF CIVIL CONVERSATION IS NOT
PERSUASION

NOR COMFORTABLE CHIT-CHAT

Therefore:

1. ASK > Is this something we could/should talk about?

2. At this time?

3. In this place?



POPE FRANCIS

•Accompaniment

•Synodality



“We find it difficult to go beyond the 

narrow horizon of our own interests in 

order to open ourselves to a true and 

sincere comparison. Peace requires a 

persistent, patient, strong, intelligent 

dialogue by which nothing is lost.” 

Francis, The Church of Mercy, p. 127



IF NOT POSSIBLE, THEN “SIDESTEP”

• “Can I interrupt? We need to talk about XYZ.”

• “I differ in opinion, but that’s an interesting point you make.”

• “This isn’t something I want to talk about anymore. Can we move on?”

• “For my own reasons, I’d rather not discuss this topic. Mind if we ditch it?”

• “I respectfully disagree on this topic and think it would be best to avoid it in 

the future.”

• “I see this is a topic you feel strongly about. I am starting to feel 

uncomfortable; can we talk about something else?”

Repeat as needed.



BE FEARLESS – “LET 
GO AND LET GOD”

When Civil 

Conversation IS

possible: 

Take the 

Opportunity for

Encounter



QUESTIONS, 
COMMENTS, 

IDEAS?



TOPIC THREE: TIPS 
FOR BREAKING 

THROUGH 
CONVERSATION 

BARRIERS



FIRST: FOCUS ON 
PRINCIPLES

➢What are the deepest 

reasons/principles/values that 

ground our different stances on this 

issue?

➢May require some mutual effort and 

good will to answer this question!



CATHOLIC POLITICAL CONVERSATION: BASIC 
PRINCIPLES OF CATHOLIC SOCIAL TEACHING

Life & Dignity of 
the Person

Family & 
Community

Rights & 
Responsibilities

Option for the 
Poor & 

Vulnerable

Dignity of Work 
& Rights of 

Workers

Solidarity & 
Subsidiarity

Care for 
Creation – “Our 

Common Home”



IN CONVERSATION > ATTEND TO

• Mutual dignity and Respect

• “Do unto others….”

• Words, tone of voice, body language

• No one person should dominate conversation

• Focus on ideas, not persons



HEALTHY & UNHEALTHY COMMUNICATION #1

❖ Openness to another perspective

❖ Goal is not to persuade, but to understand

❖Avoid attributing motives –

❖ Focus on actual statements & actions 

❖ NOT what one might assume motivates the actions or 

statements

❖Avoid: preconceived notions 

❖ “Republicans (Democrats) don’t care about _____.”



HEALTHY VERSUS UNHEALTHY COMMUNICATION #2

❖ Stay on Topic – address only the particular topic:

❖ “The conservative position on minimum wage fails to 

recognize barriers to upward mobility.”

❖ NOT: “Conservatives always disregard the poor”

❖ Employ “I” Statements:

❖ “What I heard….” or “What I experience when….”

❖ NOT “You” Statements – “You liberals want to abolish 

the police”



ACTIVE LISTENING & CURIOSITY

❖ “Did I understand correctly, when you said….”

❖ NOT: Power or Dominance statements: 

❖ “I’ve studied this issue, and you haven’t.”

❖ Seek explanation; don’t assume understanding 

❖Would you explain what you mean when you say 

that:

❖Liberals want open borders?

❖Conservatives don’t care about refugees?



• “Turn the other cheek” – don’t 

escalate

• However, persevere in commitment 

to the truth as we see it.

• Hope: Christ is risen!

• “Be of one mind, sympathetic, 

loving toward one another, 

compassionate, humble. Do not 

return evil for evil, or insult for 

insult; but on the contrary, a 

blessing….” (1 Peter 3:8-9)



SPECIAL CASES

•Fallacious arguments 

•Conspiracy Theories

•Engage or disengage?



• Red Herring 

• > diversion to another issue

• Straw Person 

• > oversimplification

• False Dilemma 

• > only two (extreme) positions possible

• Anecdote 

• > personal experience generalized

• Ad hominem 

• > Attacking the person, not the idea



HOW TO TALK TO A CONSPIRACY THEORIST

• Always, always speak respectfully

• And in private, not on Facebook, etc.

• Test the waters re: willingness to consider change

• Socratic method of gentle questioning

• Agree with the kernel of truth in every theory

• Try “truth sandwich” – truth, fallacy, truth



•Realize that some persons don’t want to 

change, no matter what 

• Conspiracy belief helps them in some way

•Be very careful with loved ones

• Relationships more important than “winning”

• If it gets bad, stop!



QUESTIONS, 
COMMENTS, 

IDEAS?


